In the present paper we shall introduce four new principles for the classification of Riemann surfaces based on bounded analytic functions. Our principal aim is to establish an analogue of Heins' composition theorem [l].
1. Throughout the paper we shall denote by R a Riemann surface. For a domain Í2 in P, we represent by AB(Q) the class of all the singlevalued bounded analytic functions on the closure Ü. For a meromorphic function / on a domain ß, we use the notation viw\f, Q.) to express the number of times that/ attains w in ß. Definition 1. We say that REWIb if the maximum principle suplen \fip)\ =sup3,ean \fip)\ holds for every/ in the class AB(Q) for every fi ER with compact relative boundary 50. Definition 2. We say that P£2IB if, for every flCP with compact dû, every function in the class AB(Í2) has its limit at every ideal boundary point in the sense of Kerékjártó-Stoilow. Definition 3. We say that RE&b if, for every fí CP with compact dû, the cluster set P/(ß) of every/ in the class AB(fl) attached to the ideal boundary is a totally disconnected set in the complex w-plane.
From the definitions, we have immediately, ©bCSIb^Oab, ©b^Oab and SWb ÍOab-If R has only a countable number of ideal boundary points, we see easily that RE'S.b implies P£jDb. It is also evident that, if the surfaces are restricted to plane domains, then 50Îb = OabC©bC2Ib. Theorem 1. jDbC9Jî.bC, ^Oab in general. In the planar case, 2)b = SDÎb = 0Ab.
Proof. We suppose that there exists an RE&b such that P(£2Jt.B. There exists an/£EAB(Q) on an Û with compact dû which satisfies |/(po)| >supj,e3a|/(£)| at a point poE&-Then the boundary ô/(Q) of the domain /(fl) must contain a continuum K which is disjoint from/(ô£2). Every w*EK satisfies viw*; f, Ü) =0. On the other hand, for every w*EK, there exists a sequence {w*} such that wk->w* and v(wk; /, 0)^1.
We can choose a sequence {pkn}, with f(pkn) =wkn, which tends to an ideal boundary point <g*. This shows that every w*EK is a limiting value of / at an ideal boundary point of R, which contradicts the total-disconnectedness of the cluster set L/(ß). We conclude that 35bC50Íb-For the planar case, we have mentioned ©bD0ab = 5DíÍb already, so that we conclude S)b = 9JÎ.B = 0Ab. 2 . Consider a domain D on a Riemann surface, assume that dD is analytic, and let / be a meromorphic function on D. We denote by <£>(/, D) the covering surface over the complex w-plane, equivalent conformally to D by the mapping/: D-^(f, D).
For wEf(D) with w$f(dD), we let {pn}Z-i=f-x(w) and take C,(w) = {f | |Ç-w\ <e} with C,(w)r\f(dD) = 0. If p" is not a multiple point of/, we take a simply connected domain DnED which contains wn and is such that <$(/, Dn) is schlicht over Ct(w). To this end, we continue analytically the function element of/-1 with/_1(w) =pn from the point w along all the rays until we meet singularities or the circumference of Ct(w) ; here the analytic continuation is in the sense of Weierstrass, so that a branch point is regarded as a singularity. The collection of all the function elements so obtained is the desired $(/, Dn), and its image under/-1 is the Dn. The projection of <£(/, Dn) onto the w-plane is a star domain in the sense of Gross, which is a disk Ct(w) with radial incisions. We remark that r(d), the distance between w and the boundary point w-\-rea of this star domain, is lower-semicontinuous.
In the case where pn is a multiple point of/, a small modification is needed. Let p be the order of multiplicity.
We cut Ct(w) along a radius in advance. By the cut the multiple-valued function element of/-1 with f~x(w) =pn is split into p ordinary elements. On performing the same operation as above with respect to these p elements in the cut disk, wë obtain the domains Dnj-(j = 1, • • • , p) in exactly the same way. The domain Dn, which is defined as the union of U*+1 Dn¡ and the p counter-images of the cut, contains p" as an interior point. We define the lower-semicontinuous r(6) similarly. It is to be noted that all the Dn are mutually disjoint. Definition 4. We say that PGS)¿ if every /GAB (ß) for every ß with compact analytic öß has the following property: For every w£f(ß) -/(dß), every e with Ct(w)r\f(dQ) =0, and every pnEtx(w), r(6) = e holds with the exception of at most a totally disconnected closed set in 0^0^2ir. Proof. Suppose there exists an RE&b such that Raffia-Let /£AB(fi) be the one violating the maximum principle, as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then there exists an unbounded component of (/(öß))°w hich contains a continuum ACd/(fi) ; here the superscript c expresses the complement. Let 0 be the maximal domain contained in the set \w\v(w;f, fi)=0}. We may require K to be contained in dQ. Every w*EK satisfies v(w*;f, fi) =0. On the other hand, there is a point w0 6E/(fi) in a neighborhood of w* such that Ct(wa)r\f(dü) = 0 and w*ECt(wo) lor an €>0. Then Ce(w0)r\K contains a continuum. Since KCdO, we conclude that the star domain, being the projection of the <£(/, Dn) lor an n with center at Wo, has the following property: The arguments of the incisions form a totally-disconnected set in 0 =0 ^ 2tt and, even disregarding the incisions emanating from algebraic branch points, the union of incisions contains a continuum. This must hold, however, at any w in a neighborhood of Wo, which is impossible. Thus we get 33bC3JÎb-The remaining assertions have been verified already. is closed and totally disconnected in C(r). Since the union of a countable number of totally-disconnected closed sets in a locally compact space is again totally disconnected (see [2] ), the union U» i»(r) is totally disconnected in C(r), so that K(r) = C(r) -U" In(r) contains a continuum. This shows that every function element /-1 at w can be continued analytically to every point in K(r), and, therefore, v(w*; f, fi) = 00 for every w*EK(r). Then w* is a limiting value of /at an ideal boundary point. Thus we see that a continuum K(r) is contained in L¡(ü), contradicting the assumption. We conclude that v(w;f, fi)<=o for every w$f(dQ).
If wCf(d&), then we can move dû slightly in such a manner that the variation of the valency function v at w by this process is finite. This is possible, since ôfi is analytic and / is analytic there. We conclude that v(w;f, fi) < 00 for wEf(dü). and, therefore, that dEnELfi®).
By the assumption we conclude that dEn does not contain a continuum.
The total-disconnectedness of dEn for every « shows that v(w;f, Û) is constant in each component of (f(dû))e, which are finite in number. Thus we conclude that Na(J) < °o.
We remark that it is easy to prove that Lf(û)r\(f(dû))° -(II".! E") r\ifidû))°. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and, further, it is possible to choose a suitable subend fi* containing S> on which/is (1, d( £>,/) ) with the exception of a totally-disconnected closed set being a countable sum of N% sets. The proof of the above facts and the following propositions are carried out along the same line as in Heins' paper [l]. In the following it is always assumed that the surface R belongs to the class 2)bPi£)¿.
Proposition
1. If f and g are in the class AB(fi) and are not both identically zero, thenf/g possesses a limit (finite or infinite) at every ideal boundary point. Proposition 2. Let g be an AB(fim) function for some subend fim satisfying the conditions that:
(1) gis (I, n) on fim and n = min/eAB(am) d(p,f),
(2) the limit of gat g> is zero, This is an analogue of the so-called Heins composition theorem.
Several years ago Kuramochi
[3] proved the following: If REOub -Og, then fi£0AB. Several authors have generalized this elegant result in various ways. In particular Toda and Matsumoto [6] obtained the following generalization:
If REO% -Oa and there exists an ideal boundary point s> with positive harmonic measure w(p; 9, fi), then fi£0AB. (For the definition of the class 0AB the reader is referred to Kuroda [4] , in which it is shown that Ohb COAb-Their proof even yields the following better result:
Theorem 5. // RE%b -Oo and there is an ideal boundary point &> with positive harmonic measure u(p; 9, fi), then ÍIGOab.
Concerning our classes, we remark that the following relations have been obtained: OabC2Ib [6] , 0°AB C£>b [4] , [5] .
There remain several unsolved problems. Among them the following two seem to be important. Does 91 b coincide with 3)B? Does S)B coincide with 3)¿?
